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February 27, 2023  
 
Submitted via www.regulations.gov  
 
The Honorable Michael S. Regan  
Administrator  
US Environmental Protection Agency  
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW  
Washington, DC 20460  
 
Re: Adoption and Submittal of State Plans for Designated Facilities: Implementing Regulations Under 
Clean Air Act Section 111(d) (RIN 2060-AV80)  
Docket ID No. EPA-HQ-OAR-2021-0527 
 
Dear Administrator Regan:  
 
The American Exploration and Production Council (AXPC) appreciates the opportunity to provide input 
on the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) publication, “Adoption and Submittal of State Plans for 
Designated Facilities: Implementing Regulations Under Clean Air Act Section 111(d)” published on 
December 23, 2022 (87 Fed. Reg. 79,176) (Proposal). AXPC appreciates the opportunity to comment due 
to the importance of state plans under Clean Air Act (CAA) Section 111(d) especially in relation to 
regulating methane in the oil and natural gas industry. 
 
AXPC is a national trade association representing 33 leading independent oil and natural gas exploration 
and production companies in the United States. AXPC companies are among leaders across the world in 
the cleanest and safest onshore production of oil and natural gas, while supporting millions of 
Americans in good-paying jobs and investing a wealth of resources in our communities. Dedicated to 
safety, science, and technological advancement, our members strive to deliver affordable, reliable 
energy while positively impacting the economy and the communities in which we live and operate. As 
part of this mission, AXPC members understand the importance of ensuring positive environmental and 
public welfare outcomes and responsible stewardship of the nation’s natural resources.  
 
The United States is a world leader in oil and natural gas production, achieving that status while at the 
same time substantially reducing emissions. The historic reductions in US greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions over the last decade have been driven by the emergence of US natural gas production as a 
low-cost source of reliable energy. It is important that regulatory policy enables us to build on that 
success; AXPC members support continued progress on both fronts through innovation and 
collaboration. 
 
As a preliminary matter, we note that we submitted comments that addressed these issues in response 
to EPA’s Supplemental Proposal titled Standards of Performance for New, Reconstructed, and Modified 
Sources and Emissions Guidelines for Existing Sources: Oil and Natural Gas Sector Climate Review, 87 
Fed. Reg. 74,702 (Dec. 6, 2022) (EG OOOOc or Supplemental Proposal).  
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Because, reading the terms of that Supplemental Proposal together with the terms of this Proposal, it is 
evident that some of the deadlines proposed in this Proposal generally govern EPA’s administration of 
the existing-source program will apply to proposed new EG OOOOc, the subject of the other Proposal, 
we believed it was better to file partially redundant comments on the two proposals rather than risk 
raising the comments in an incorrect forum. 
 
Our comments address two aspects of the Proposal. First, we address the deadlines that EPA has 
proposed to impose on itself for carrying out its functions under the state planning process for existing 
sources pursuant to Clean Air Act Section 111(d). We appreciate that EPA must balance the importance 
of its role against the risk of imposing on itself too many and too short deadlines, which would risk 
“deadline suit” litigation that could take control of timing and prioritization of actions away from EPA 
and transfer it to outside parties suing it. Accordingly, we suggest longer deadlines for certain functions 
than the ones EPA has proposed for itself. Second, we address EPA’s approach to the states’ role under 
Section 111(d), and specifically the states’ statutory ability to consider the remaining useful life and 
other factors (RULOF) particular to an existing source when establishing a standard of performance for 
that source. We are concerned that EPA’s proposed approach to states’ exercise of their RULOF 
authority is too prescriptive and narrow, and that this is not in keeping with the text or underlying 
Congressional intent of Section 111(d). 
 
AXPC is providing detailed comments in the attachment that expands on these general themes, as well 
as many other matters. AXPC appreciates the opportunity to provide these comments and looks forward 
to working with EPA in its continued development of these rules.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
 
 
Wendy Kirchoff  
Vice President, Regulatory Affairs  
American Exploration and Production Council (AXPC)  
 
 
Attachment: AXPC Specific Comments 
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AXPC SPECIFIC COMMENTS 
 
1. COMMENTS RE: PROPOSED DEADLINES FOR EPA’S ROLE IN THE SECTION 111(D) PLAN PROCESS 
 
When EPA imposes deadlines on itself to perform functions to which Congress assigned no statutory 
deadline, EPA creates new Agency obligations which are potentially enforceable under “deadline” suits 
brought by outside parties under Clean Air Act § 304.1 
 
When EPA imposes deadlines on itself that are not adequate, EPA shifts timing and prioritization of 
actions away from the Agency’s control or Congressional direction and towards outside interest groups 
that sue EPA. EPA’s experience with the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) program and 
its associated state-and federal planning process, replete with statutory deadlines, is a cautionary 
example:  

• Deadlines cluster;  
 

• EPA is required to respond to many state submissions subject to those deadlines, or take state-
by-state action on its own subject to other deadlines; 
 

• Many or most deadlines will not be met in the first instance and thus subject to “deadline suit” 
litigation; and 
 

• New deadlines imposed via settlement or court order – often out of control of EPA and the 
states, or at a faster pace than is appropriate.  

 
This familiar scenario in cases where Congress has imposed statutory deadlines is more reason for EPA 
to ensure that it gives itself adequate time when selecting deadlines of its own choosing.  
 
We recommend EPA finalize a mechanism under which a state can ask for and receive an extension of 
their submittal deadline if the state demonstrates to the Administrator that its situation is sufficiently 
complex or otherwise unique in that the general assumptions, findings, or rationale underlying the 
deadlines that EPA does finalize do not apply in its case.  
 
EPA should also consider finalizing such a mechanism to provide itself with an extension for its own 
deadlines to make completeness determinations, decisions to approve or disapprove submitted state 
plans, and to issue federal plans where special circumstances warrant. However, these extension 
mechanisms would not be advisable if they required an additional round of notice-and-comment 
rulemaking, as that would divert additional EPA resources from working with states on their plan 
development, submittal, review, and approval. 
 
If EPA does not adopt this extension mechanism, we recommend the following specific changes to the 
deadlines proposed at 87 Fed. Reg. 79,182, Table 1, both as they will apply to final EG OOOOc and to 
serve as “default” deadlines for any future existing-source rulemaking to the extent that EPA does not 
override them in particular rulemakings based on sector-specific considerations: 

 
1 See, e.g., California v. EPA, 360 F. Supp. 3d 984, 991 (N.D. Cal. 2018) (Congress intended in Section 304 “to waive 
sovereign immunity for the EPA’s failure to perform nondiscretionary duties mandated by regulations”). 
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• (Comment A2-1) Instead of EPA’s proposed two months for the Agency to determine whether a 
state plan submittal is complete, we recommend EPA provide itself with at least four months. 
Two months is an unusually short deadline in the context of the complexity of the task before 
EPA and the high number of state plan submittals EPA is likely to receive – all likely clustered 
around the deadline for submission of such plans. The proposed two-month deadline is likely to 
create a “logjam” scenario of missed deadlines at the outset of the state-plan review process, 
accompanied by a heightened risk of diversion of resources to “deadline suits” as described 
above. 
 

• (Comment A3-1) Instead of EPA’s proposed 12 months for the Agency to review and approve or 
disapprove a state plan, we recommend EPA provide itself with no less than 18 months.  
 

• (Comment A4-1) Instead of EPA’s proposed 12 months for the Agency to issue a federal plan 
after disapproving a state plan or determining that a state has failed to submit a complete plan, 
we recommend EPA provide itself with no less than 18 months. EPA should give itself at least as 
much time to develop their plan as it gives states. The Supplemental Proposal in the oil and gas 
rulemaking explicitly states: “18 months is the minimum period of time in which the EPA finds 
that most states can expeditiously create and submit a plan that meets applicable requirements 
for EG OOOOc.”2 For the same reason, EPA should provide itself with at least that same period 
of time. EPA indeed may wish to consider providing itself with more time than it provides the 
states, given that the states – as local and primary regulators – are likely more familiar with the 
characteristics of their existing-source fleets than is EPA as a general, federal regulator. 
 

2. COMMENTS RE: SUBSTANTIVE ASPECTS OF PROPOSAL 
 
General observations on Remaining Useful Life and Other Factors (RULOF) and the states’ role 
(Comment E2-1, Comment E3-2) 
 
The text, structure, and context of Clean Air Act (CAA) § 111(d) all show Congress’ intent: EPA must give 
the states meaningful discretion and flexibility in how they regulate existing sources in their state plans. 
EPA’s Proposal is not consistent with Congress’ intent. AXPC therefore recommends that EPA maintain 
the current regulatory language on RULOF as it exists today. 
 
Section 111(d)(1) requires EPA to allow states to assign standards of performance to existing sources 
that are not one-size-fits-all, top-down requirements, and that take into consideration the particular 
circumstances of those sources:3 
 

Regulations of the Administrator under this paragraph shall permit the State in 
applying a standard of performance to any particular source under a plan 
submitted under this paragraph to take into consideration, among other factors, 
the remaining useful life of the existing source to which such standard applies. 

 
There are two clear policy reasons why Congress provided different treatment for existing and new 
sources. The first is an economic reason: retrofitting or altering operations at an existing source to 
comply with regulations is more burdensome, and in some cases impossible, as compared to designing a 

 
2 87 Fed. Reg. at 74,834 (emphasis added). 
3 (Emphasis added.) 
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newly constructed source. EPA rightly acknowledges that this is a policy motivation underlying Section 
111(d)(1) in its Proposal.4 
 
The second reason why Congress provided different treatment for existing sources is a question of 
policy and the legal framework of the Clean Air Act. Congress knows that states are better equipped to 
handle the particular circumstances of their existing-source fleet than EPA. And the text mirrors these 
policies perfectly: EPA has to let the states apply their knowledge in their development of state plans. 
Unfortunately, EPA’s Proposal does not reflect that.  
 
EPA’s neglect of this second policy underlying Section 111(d)(1) is apparent in repeated passages of the 
Proposal. The Agency expresses concern that if it does not narrowly confine the states’ exercise of their 
discretion:  
 

the current [implementing regulation] provision may be used by states to set less 
stringent standards such that they could effectively undermine the overall 
presumptive level of stringency envisioned by the EPA’s [best system of emission 
reduction] determination and render it meaningless. Such a result is contrary to 
the overarching purpose of CAA section 111(d), which is generally to require 
meaningful emission reductions from designated facilities based on the BSER in 
order to mitigate pollution which endangers public health or welfare.5 

 
But if Congress were only concerned with emission reduction, at the expense of limiting the states’ 
prerogative as primary, on-the-ground regulators with the most knowledge of their existing-source 
fleets, Congress would not have structured Section 111 as it did. 
 
EPA similarly goes astray when it proposes to discard the provision adopted in the 2019 revision to the 
111(d) implementing regulations allowing states to exercise RULOF authority in light of factors “that 
make application of a less stringent standard or final compliance time significantly more reasonable” in 
favor of its proposed criterion of facility-specific circumstances that are “fundamentally different from 
the information [the EPA] considered in the determination of the best system of emission reduction.”6 
 
EPA is concerned that the 2019 rule’s language, which remains in effect today, injects “subjective 
criteria that [are] untethered to the statute and that could result in widely diverging and potentially 
arbitrary application by states.”7 Elsewhere, it describes a scenario under which “two states could 
consider RULOF for two identically situated designated facilities and apply completely different 
standards of performance on the basis of the same factors.”8 
 
But EPA gives no reason to think that Congress did not intend this outcome, other than asserting that its 
“determination of whether each plan is ‘satisfactory,’ including the application of RULOF, must be 
generally consistent from one plan to another.”9 This is not supported by any reference to statutory text 
as Congress speaks nowhere in Section 111(d)(1) of consistency.  

 
4 87 Fed. Reg. at 79,196/3. 
5 87 Fed. Reg. at 79,197/1 (emphases added). 
6 87 Fed. Reg. at 79,199/3 (brackets in original). 
7 87 Fed. Reg. at 79,199/1-2. 
8 87 Fed. Reg. at 79,197/2. 
9 87 Fed. Reg. at 79,197/1. 
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The emphasis throughout Section 111(d)(1) is on particular sources, and the states’ ability to take those 
sources’ circumstances into account. EPA’s view of Congressional intent here is inconsistent because the 
Agency fails to understand that Congress valued the role of the states, and chose to give them this 
primary role, as a matter of policy. 
 
If a state exercises its RULOF authority in an “arbitrary” manner, EPA may be justified in determining 
that such a state plan is not “satisfactory,” see Section 111(d)(2). But EPA does not explain why its 
concern over diverging standards for existing-state sources justifies constricting state flexibility in 
conflict with Congress’s broad language in Section 111(d)(1). This is another sign that EPA has erred by 
not acknowledging that Congress deliberately created a state-driven existing-source process, responsive 
to the particularized circumstances of particular individual sources. This will necessarily lead to 
divergence. 
 
Finally, if EPA follows the concern of “subjectivity” and “differences” in similar sources, then EPA must 
accept that states also cannot be “too stringent” for any particular source. Using EPA’s example of two 
identically situated designated facilities in two different states having two different standards of 
performance on the basis of the same factors, where one state’s standards are less stringent than the 
others but also more closely resembling the presumptive provisions in EPA’s emission guideline, the 
state with the less stringent requirements would be the “appropriate” application of Section 111(d), 
while the more stringent requirements would be “inappropriate” and thus should result in disapproval 
of the more stringent requirements. 
 
EPA’s Proposal states that “accounting for RULOF is expected to be a limited, rather than broadly used, 
exception.”10 EPA appears to believe this is the case because “most” existing sources “should be able to 
implement the BSER [that EPA identifies under Section 111(a)(1)] at a reasonable cost to achieve the 
presumptive level of stringency, and that RULOF will be justifiable only for a subset of sources . . . .”11 
But this is inconsistent with the statute’s text and structure; it only follows if one adopts EPA’s premise 
that Section 111(d) is an anomaly that needs to be contained. EPA appears to believe that Congress 
intended the Agency to constrain state discretion further than the actual words of Section 111(d)(1) 
indicate. But the Congressional text says nothing about RULOF being appropriate only for a “subset” of 
existing sources. It says rather that EPA must allow states to exercise RULOF authority in the case of 

 
10 87 Fed. Reg. at 79,183/3. See also id. at 79,197/3, where EPA says it’s not aware of EPA approving any previous 
state plan in any existing-source rulemaking that deviates from an EG’s presumptive stringency levels by exercising 
RULOF authority. EPA goes so far as to say that, by “[c]larifying parameters” (i.e., restricting state discretion), it 
may “better enable states to effectively use this provision in developing their state plans.” But the reason why 
prior existing-source rules did not feature RULOF is obvious: with the exception of the landfills rulemaking in the 
1990s, the few previous existing-source rules (at least the ones that were not set aside by the courts) typically 
regulated a relative handful of sources. As for landfills, that sector is heavily regulated at all levels of government 
for a variety of environmental and other public-policy values other than air impacts. 

But EPA’s pending oil and gas existing-source proposal, or its repeated (and hitherto unsuccessful) 
attempts to regulate existing power plants, will apply to thousands, or in the case of oil and gas likely hundreds of 
thousands, of sources. The existing oil and gas fleet in particular is highly varied from site to site and source to 
source. It is simply not credible for EPA to say that its restraining state discretion under RULOF will result in states 
invoking RULOF “more effectively.” 
11 87 Fed. Reg. at 79,198/1. 
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“any particular source.” 111(d) (emphasis added). EPA may not like these words, but it must heed them 
by giving states considerably broader latitude to exercise RULOF than it has proposed to do.12 
 
EPA’s Proposal, as set forth above, is inconsistent with the design of the existing source program, and 
Congress’ direction that it allow the states this role. Rather, the Proposal adds unnecessary and unlawful 
burdens on states’ ability to exercise the authority Congress directed EPA to allow them, without 
statutory justification. 
 
(Comment C-2, Comment C-4) EPA proposes to require states to engage in additional public engagement 
and to step into the shoes of EPA itself by conducting their own, source-specific BSER analysis before 
they establish a standard of performance to a particular existing source that is less stringent than what 
would result from a direct application of the presumptive requirements in EPA’s emission guidelines. 
Congress did not authorize these additional requirements in §111(d). EPA appears to be in direct conflict 
with Congressional intent to give the states flexibility in exercising their RULOF authority. Instead, as 
proposed, the administrative burdens are so great that states will forego their statutory RULOF authority 
and just use EPA’s regulations as their own. 
 
Tellingly, EPA requires no additional process for a state that wishes to pursue a more stringent standard 
of performance to an existing source. (Comment E9-2) EPA has not justified this different treatment – 
other than by stating that more stringent standards will lead to greater emissions reductions. Again, if 
this were Congress’s sole or overriding concern, it simply would not have provided for a state-planning 
process for existing sources or told EPA that states should be treated differently based on whether their 
standards, utilizing their RULOF authority, are more or less stringent than EPA’s emission guidelines. 
Section 111 is not a maximum-achievable-reductions provision, unlike some other provisions of the 
Clean Air Act and other environmental statutes. It requires a careful threshold analysis by EPA as to what 
systems of emissions reductions are “adequately demonstrated” and what reductions are “achievable,” 
and it contains language directing EPA to allow states to vary from EPA’s own presumptive standards 
where particular circumstances warrant.  
 
Additionally, Section 111(d) directs EPA to follow a “procedure similar to that provided by section 7410 
[110].” Section 110 of the CAA does not provide a different process for reviewing state implementation 
plans (SIPs) depending on what level of regulatory stringency a state decides. Therefore, EPA is 
inconsistent with the direction provided by Congress on evaluating state plans.   
 
The one-way ratchet created by EPA’s split treatment of states is inconsistent with Congress’ statutory 
scheme. 
 
Finally, EPA also disregards the statutory scheme when, in a novel interpretation, proposes to require 
that states undergo their own version of a BSER analysis before assigning a less stringent standard to an 
existing source. BSER occurs only in one portion of §111, in the initial definition of “standard of 
performance” in §111(a)(1). In that provision, it is explicitly the EPA Administrator’s role to determine 
BSER and does not say that this is within the states’ purview.  
 

 
12 EPA confusingly suggests that the words “establishing” and “applying” in Section111(d)(1) support its wish that 
RULOF be only rarely invoked. 87 Fed. Reg. at 79,198/1 n.44. This is a non sequitur. The relevant text at the local 
level is “any particular source,” and EPA never engages with this term. 
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In constricting states from being able to fully exercise the authority Congress granted them in §111(d), 
EPA blurs the lines, departing from its previous interpretations and statements that BSER is a matter for 
EPA,13 and confusing two distinct roles which are clearly defined under the text and structure of the 
statute (Comment E2-2). 
 
Congress’ design for existing-source regulation is quite clear. EPA should determine what reductions 
existing sources as a categorical matter can be expected to achieve (taking into account whether and 
how existing sources differ in this regard from new ones). 
 
EPA directly regulates new sources. But states set standards of performance for their existing sources in 
their state plans, with the authority to “take into consideration, among other factors, the remaining 
useful life of the existing source to which such standard applies.” EPA’s proposed interpretation would 
impose extra hurdles and blur clear statutory lines which does not adhere to Congress’ design. EPA goes 
well beyond its authority to impose these requirements, and certainly does not have authority to reject 
a state plan as not being “satisfactory” for failure to comply with them. 
 
Specific issues 
 
BSER under Section 111(a)(1) must be source-specific; broader flexibility is limited to compliance under 
Section 111(d) 
 
EPA incorrectly asserts that it can identify a best system of emission reduction (BSER) under Section 
111(a)(1) that is not source-specific. Section 111(a)(1) can only be reasonably read to authorize EPA to 
identify source-specific BSER. Otherwise, there would no limiting principle with which to interpret the 
words “achievable” and “application.” These words instead must be read to refer to a “degree of 
emission limitation achievable” in principle by a regulated existing source, and “application” of the best 
system of emission reduction to particular existing sources. Thus, the word “application” can only 
reasonably be read to refer to application of a source-specific BSER to particular sources is confirmed 
when (a)(1) is read together with (d)(1), which speaks of states applying standards of performance “to 
any particular source.” 
 
This does not mean that EPA can prevent states in their state plans to allow for compliance flexibilities 
that can include trading or averaging. To the contrary, the text and structure of Section 111(d), which 
places great emphasis on state flexibility and directs EPA to allow that flexibility, confirm that states may 
do so (and perhaps that EPA might do so in its federal plans under Section 111(d)(2)). But this does not 
mean that EPA itself can under (a)(1) adopt a BSER that is not source-specific. Although the Supreme 
Court did not reach this issue in West Virginia v. EPA, it expressed doubt that EPA can adopt non-source-
specific BSER. EPA should heed this signal from the high court and stay within the limits that Congress 
has placed on its authority.14 
 

 
13 See, e.g., 84 Fed. Reg. at 32, 521/2, 32,524/1, 32,534/2, 32,537/2, 32,541/1, 32,547/3, 32,549/3, 32,554/3, 
32,566/2, see esp. id. at 32,567/2-32,568/1; 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,664/1 n/1, 64,666/3-64,667/1. 
14 “We have no occasion to decide whether the statutory phrase ‘system of emission reduction’ refers exclusively 
to measures that improve the pollution performance of individual sources, such that all other actions are ineligible 
to qualify as the BSER. To be sure, it is pertinent to our analysis that EPA has acted consistent with such a limitation 
for the first four decades of the statute’s existence.” West Virginia v. EPA, 142 S. Ct. 2587, 1615 (2022). 
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Thus, AXPC recommends that EPA clarify that standard setting BSER can only apply to a specific source 
but states may use trading or averaging as a compliance mechanism. 
 
EPA’s proposed “meaningful public engagement” provisions are in excess of statutory authority and 
impermissibly vague (Comment C-2, Comment C-4). 
 
Public engagement is a fundamental part of the regulatory process and meaningful public engagement 
already exists. However, EPA proposes to add to the public participation requirements already existing 
in the implementing regulations a requirement for “meaningful public engagement.” EPA has structured 
these additional proposed requirements to be so broad and vague as to effectively give itself plenary 
authority to disapprove any state plan submission, no matter how robust a state’s public engagement 
process is. 
 
This stretches beyond the authority given to EPA under Section 111(d)(1), which tasks EPA with 
establishing a “procedure” for state plan submissions. “Procedure” is different from “authority,” which 
Congress used at 111(d)(2) to give EPA authority to issue federal plans in certain circumstances. EPA 
departed establishing “procedures” by giving itself authority to disapprove state plans whose adoption, 
in its view, does not come through a process of sufficient “public engagement.” This does not adhere to 
both the general principles of cooperative federalism within the Clean Air Act, and the particular text 
and structure of 111(d)(1) that gives a limited “procedur[al”] role to EPA and a heightened discretionary 
role to the states. 
 
Therefore, AXPC recommends not finalizing the “meaningful public engagement” requirements; but if 
EPA believes they should finalize these requirements, then EPA must provide additional information 
and clarification on what “meaningful public engagement” means with criteria, if met, EPA would 
approve the state plan.  
 
EPA must clarify that CAA 111(d)(2) does not require it to issue federal plans, although its own, 
voluntarily adopted regulations may create an obligation. 
 
EPA must clarify that Section 111(d)(2) does not require EPA to issue a federal plan to cover a state’s 
existing facilities in cases where a state fails to submit a satisfactory plan. Rather, Section 111(d)(2) only 
provides EPA with “authority” to do that. Congress deliberately used the word “authority” here, rather 
than language imposing a nondiscretionary duty on EPA. This is reinforced by the overall text of Section 
111(d), which repeatedly uses the word “shall” to indicate when Congress is imposing a 
nondiscretionary duty on EPA. 
 
EPA’s Proposal often refers, correctly, to its “authority” to issue a federal plan, but occasionally refers to 
its “obligation” to do so, once even referring to its “authority and obligation to promulgate a Federal 
plan.”15 Whatever obligation EPA may have in this regard derives, at most, not from the text of the 
statute but from deadlines that the Agency has voluntarily imposed on itself through rulemaking. EPA’s 
final rule should clarify that this is the case. 
 
 

 
15 87 Fed. Reg. at 79,188/3. 
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EPA cannot promulgate a “single Federal plan” and then include particular states in that plan after the 
fact. 
 
EPA incorrectly asserts in a footnote that it has “discretion” to “initially promulgate a single Federal plan 
that applies to all appropriate states and then update that Federal plan as necessary to accommodate 
the inclusion of other states that trigger the need for a Federal plan in the future.”16 Notably, EPA does 
not offer an interpretation of the text of 111(d)(2)(A) to support this assertion. And indeed the text does 
not provide support. That provision reads: 
 

The Administrator shall have the same authority …. (A) to prescribe a plan for a 
State in cases where the State fails to submit a satisfactory plan as he would have 
under section 7410(c) of this title in the case of failure to submit an 
implementation plan…. 42 U.S.C. § 7411(d)(2)(A) (emphases added). 

 
The text is clear: EPA’s federal-plan authority allows it to issue a plan, singular, for a state, singular, 
where the state, singular, fails to submit a singular plan. There is no indication that Congress intended to 
allow EPA to promulgate a “single Federal plan” applying to multiple states, or to issue that plan before 
the condition precedent of a state failing to submit a satisfactory plan. Instead, EPA is limited under the 
text to tailoring state-specific federal plans for those states that fail to submit a satisfactory plan. To 
read the text as this footnote suggests is not consistent the text, structure, and purpose of Section 
111(d). 
 
EPA’s own discussion in the Proposal is in tension with the “single Federal plan” approach that it 
suggests in the footnote. Elsewhere in the Proposal, EPA correctly identifies its 111(d)(2) authority as 
“authority . . . to promulgate a Federal plan for a state that has failed to submit a satisfactory plan.”17 
This is the correct understanding of EPA’s authority under 111(d)(2).  
 
We therefore recommend that EPA, in its final rule, determine that the “single Federal plan” 
suggestion in the footnote is beyond its authority. 
 
 

 
16 87 Fed. Reg. at 79,186/3 n.15. 
17 87 Fed. Reg. at 79,193/1 (emphasis added). 
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